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Abstra t. Paras hool (the Fren h leading e-learning ompany, with more
than 250,000 registered students), wanted an intelligent software to
guide students in their graph of pedagogi items. The very large number
of students suggested to use students as arti ial ants, leaving stigmergi information on the web-site graph to optimise pedagogi al paths.
The dieren es between arti ial ants and students led to des ribe a
new on urrent paradigm alled "man-hill optimization," where optimization emerges from the behaviour of humans exploring a web site.
At this stage, the need of rating pedagogi al items showed up in order
to dire t students towards items adapted to their level. A solution was
found in the ELO [12℄ automati rating pro ess, that also provides (as
a side-ee t) a powerful audit system that an tra k synta ti and semanti problems in exer ises. For an ee tive use, this paper shows how
the ELO rating pro ess has been modied to over ome the Deation
problem.
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Introdu tion
Paras hool is

urrently the Fren h leading e-learning

ompany, with more than

250,000 registered students. Ba k in 2002, Paras hool was looking for a system
that

ould enhan e web-site navigation by making it intelligent and adaptive to

the user. Sin e the tree of available ex er ises

ould be turned into a graph visited

by students (where pedagogi al items are nodes and hypertext links are ar s),
Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) te hniques (a
[4,1,2℄)

on urrent optimization paradigm

ould apply and show interesting properties: adaptability and robustness.

Unfortunately, real-size experimentations have shown that ant-hill optimization te hniques developed in Paras hool do not dire tly apply be ause students
do not behave like arti ial ants. The

on ept of an arti ial student-hill, or

more generally man-hill, has been introdu ed and analysed [7,8,9℄.
In a renement stage[10℄, the level of items and students needs to be evaluated
in order to dire t students towards exer ises of mat hing level (there is no point
in suggesting an exer ise that is overly di ult or simple to a parti ular student).
The Paras hool pedagogi al team

ould rate the dierent items based on their

knowledge and experien e, but what may seem simple for a tea her may seem
di ult for a student. Moreover the level of the students must also be evaluated,
whi h is quite di ult if the student does not have a long enough intera tion with
a human tea her.
A solution to this very important problem was found in the
with the automati

ELO rating

Paras hool man-hill

hess world,

omputation. After a short des ription of the

on urrent optimizer, the

hess ELO rating is des ribed in

se tion 2 and then applied to Paras hool system in se tion 3. Results over 4 years
of data show that the ELO evaluation pro ess

an be modied to over ome the

known problems of the ELO system, thanks to the spe i ities of the e-learning
system.

1. The Paras hool man-hill

1.1. Ant Colony Optimization
The Paras hool e-learning software is used in Fren h s hools or by individual students at home over the Internet. Conne ted students have a
pedagogi

ess to thousands of

items (know-hows, lessons, drills) that were originally deterministi ally

related by hypertext links.
The aim of the presented work is twofold:
1. nd the best su

ession of items to maximize learning, and

2. insert some intelligen e into the system so that dierent students have a
dierent view of the Paras hool software.
ACO (developed after the observation of ant-hills [6,3℄) uses virtual ants to
nd minimal paths in a graph. In the Paras hool system, the very large number of
students triggered the idea to apply a similar te hnique using real students rather
than virtual ants, with the aim of optimizing pedagogi al paths traversing a set of
edu ational topi s. Students release arti ial pheromones on the graph, depending
on how they validated an item (su

ess or failure). This stigmergi

an then be used by other students to

information

hoose their way on the dierent possible

pedagogi al paths.
Developing an ant

olony optimization te hnique using human students on

the Paras hool graph has however led to the (obvious)

on lusion that humans

do not behave as natural or arti ial ants:

•
•

There is no

•

So ial inse ts are inherently altruisti , while human users are individual

ontrol on human students as on arti ial ants.

Arti ial ants are permanently a tive on the entire environment, to the
ontrary of students (holidays, navigation per topi s along the year).
by essen e: they do not like to be treated identi ally, and on the
appre iate systems that are adapted to their parti ular

ontrary,

ase.

Tests have shown that be ause of these dieren es, the standard ACO
paradigm does not work straight out of the box. The
mization has therefore been introdu ed. Problemati

on ept of man-hill opti-

pheromone evaporation dur-

ing periods of ina tivity over some areas of the graph has been solved by a new

erosion, and the need for individuality is dealt with thanks
multipli ative pheromones, that only belong to a parti ular

on ept of pheromone
to the introdu tion of

student. A further renement allowing to tailor the system for a spe i
is to take into a

student

ount the level of the student, and dire t him toward exer ises

he has a reasonable

han e to solve. In order to a hieve this, one must nd a way

to rate the drills and the students.

2. Using an ELO rating s heme in an intera tive tutoring system
One

ould think of several ways to rate the respe tive di ulty of a drill and the

pro ien y of a student. The rst idea that

omes to mind is to ask the tea hers

who wrote the items to rate them on a s ale going from easy to di ult. An
experiment over 45 items has been done with two dierent tea hers who were
asked to evaluate items on a s ale from 1 to 6. It appears that 8 evaluations did
not ree t the real su

ess rate of students on the item and 16 other evaluations

were not quite right. This method tends to be error-prone be ause it relies on the
judgment of the tea her, and on the level of the student that is fa ed with the
drill. A mu h better system would be an automati

rating pro ess for both items

and students, but su h a thing is very di ult to

alibrate. The

was to use a very rened system
in the Chess

hosen solution

alled the ELO rating [12℄, that has been used

ommunity for the last 50 years, where individuals

ompete against

ea h other on a regular basis. At the end of the fties, a mathemati ian, A. E.
ELO [12℄, developed a

hess rating system, based on the Thursone Case V Model

[11℄ whi h has been adopted by hess federations worldwide. The ELO system was
su

essful, due to the fa t that rating dieren es between two

and mutual winning

han es are mu h more

ompetitors (si −sj )

learly related in this system than

in any other. Moreover, ELO was the rst to use

omputers for his

al ulations,

whi h enabled him to rate a huge amount of players.

2.1. Rating update
The equation
ing

Si (t)

Si (t + 1) = Si (t) + K(Rij − Rije )

des ribes how an original rat-

is updated as a fun tion of the expe ted out ome

rated players, one

Rije .

If

i

j

and

are

an logi ally expe t the stronger to win over the weaker. The

expe ted out ome is

alled

Rije .

However, the real out ome of the game

Rij

may

be dierent.

Rij = Rije , the rating of the players was a urate. If Rij 6= Rije , the ratings
Sj (t) need to be updated to ree t the out ome of the game.
The impa t of the Rij − Rije dieren e is tuned thanks to a variable K ,
If

Si (t)

and

whi h represents the maximum amount of points that

an be won in one game.

A high K-fa tor gives more weight to new results while a low value in reases the
inuen e of earlier performan es. The K-fa tor u tuates between
players (ELO-rate>

2400)

and

32

for weak ones (ELO-rate<

16

for great

2100).

ording to the Bradley-Terry Model[11℄, if the rating dieren e (Si (t)

A

Sj (t))

is known between players

player

i

against player

j

i

and

j,

the expe ted probability of su

an be dened as:

−

ess of

1

Rije =
1 + 10
This is the basi

Si (t)−Sj (t)
400

formula for the rating system of the United States Chess Feder-

ation.
In the Paras hool system, one

an

onsider that students and exer ises  om-

pete against ea h other, with the ni e out ome that one

an obje tively

ompute

their respe tive ELO rating, independently of any biases.

2.2. Ination and Deation
Sin e the introdu tion of the ELO rating system in the world of Chess, some
problems arose be ause of:

Turnover : If no individuals enter or leave the pool of rated players, then every
gain in rating by one player would (ideally) result in a de rease in rating by
another player by equal amount. Thus, rating points would be
and the average rating of all players would remain

onserved,

onstant over time. But,

typi ally, players who enter the rating pool are weaker than players who
leave it. The net ee t is this ow of players lowers the overall average
rating.

Sub-pools : Ination and deation does not only o

ur in the rating pool as a

whole but also within subpools. A subpool is a subset of players who keep
playing together over longer periods of time without mu h

onta t with

players outside their group. This results in subpools with arti ially low
or high ratings. Within the subpool, ratings may still have a reasonable
predi tive value, but as soon as players from a subpool enter larger tournaments, they will start winning/loosing many points qui kly, until their
ELO rating is readjusted with referen e to the larger pool. Altogether, the
subpool-phenomenon shows that it is important for players to periodi ally
play against people outside of their sub-pool.
These fa tors question the integrity of the ELO system, as they

an

reate

a general ination or deation of the global ratings. The integrity of the system
indi ates to whi h extent a given rating

si

ree ts a same level over time, and

a ross dierent sub-pools.

3. ELO ratings inside the Paras hool System
Sin e the algorithm already works quite well in the

hess environment, the same

equations and parameters were used for Paras hool. As soon as a student rating
has stabilized, appli ations are numerous:
1. Students have a way to know their level, and

an visualize their evolution.

2. The Paras hool pedagogi al team does not need to put a subje tive arti ial rating on ea h item.

3. A very interesting side ee t is that the ELO rating
ontains a semanti

or pedagogi

an tell if a drill

aw (something very di ult to dete t

otherwise, when there are thousands of dierent items): if an item has an
extremely high ELO rating, this shows that either there is an error in the
exer ise, making it impossible for students to solve it, or that the exer ise
is mu h too di ult for the students to solve (indi ating a pedagogi

aw).

The same goes for items with very low ELO values, that are either too
simple for the students, or that

an be solved using a bypass (not requiring

the mental pro ess planned by the tea her). The ELO rating of items
revealed to be an invaluable aid to the Paras hool pedagogi al team if
onsidered as an audit system.
4. Finally (and that was the primary goal of the implementation of the ELO
rating), the man-hill system

an be rened to propose items adapted to

the strength of a parti ular student.

3.1. Paras hool subpools
In Chess tournaments, any player
even though most

an possibly

ompete with any other player,

ompetitions are held within spe i

ountries.

In the Paras hool system, it is mu h less so for several reasons:
1. An item

annot

ompete against another item, and a student

pete against another student. This
a dierent kind, where players

de fa to

annot

an play ex lusively with an individual of

the other group. This pe uliar dynami s is dierent from what o
the

hess environment, and it

om-

reates two subpools, but of
urs in

an be used to nd a way to get around the

deation problem ( f. below).
2. The Paras hool system also exhibits

hess-like subpools, sin e it hosts

students of dierent grades. After analysis, 95% of students in a grade
ex lusively

ompete with items of their grade. This leads to the

on lusion

that the student ELO rate may be in onsistent if a student tries to solve
a problem of another grade. In this
take into a

ase, the de ision was simply not to

ount a "mat h" between a student and an item of dierent

grades. This means that 5% of information is lost, but the impa t on the
system is minor.

3.2. Turnover in Paras hool
As in Chess, turnover in Paras hool represents students entering or leaving the
ELO rating system. These

ases happen more often in the beginning/end of the

s hool year. Normally a student should keep his a

ount for several years. In

pra ti e, however, s hools unfortunately update student lists and a
year, leading to possible turnover

ounts every

on erns.

On Fig. 1, the number of visits

learly shows periods of ina tivity during

summer va ations. In between, the average ELO rate of students tends to in rease,
whi h is a positive result (students are getting better). The drop in the beginning
of ea h year

omes from the fa t that Paras hool in reased its number of students
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Average ELO Ratings and number of visits over a four years period.

from 50 000 to 250 000 over the four years on whi h data was

olle ted (as

an

be seen by the in reasing number of visits).
Fig. 1 also shows that the ELO rate of items tends to de rease year after
year. This is be ause, to the

ontrary of s hools (that reset student a

ounts every

year), Paras hool does not reset the ELO rating of items, therefore

ausing a

onstant deation of items ratings, as students get better over the years and steal
ELO points to the items.
As seen above, the dynami s is dierent in the Paras hool system, sin e the
system is dealing with two groups (the students and the items) that ex lusively
ompete against ea h other. If one group has a stable ELO rating, this should
stabilise the rating of the other group too.
The idea is then to apply dierent ratings for ea h group, in order to obtain
greater stability and ght against natural deation. For the students, the

lassi al

ELO rate system is kept. For the items, two options were studied:

Freezing: After a period of stabilization, the item gets its optimal rating and then
deation o

urs. The goal is therefore to freeze the item before deation

begins. This means that on e an item has its mature ELO rating, it keeps it
forever, therefore stabilizing student ELO ratings at the same time. But the
ELO rating of an item should also be

omputed from stabilized students.

Sin e the average number of visits per student (resp. item) is around 26
(resp 236), it was de ided that student (resp. item) maturity would be
obtained after 10 (resp. 75) evaluations.
On Fig. 2, the overall ELO gain is displayed depending on these two parameters: the number of evaluations after whi h an item is

onsidered to have its

item_maturity), and the number of evaluations after whi
onsidered to have his optimal rating (student_maturity).

optimal rating (
a student is

h

Probability-based ELO Rating for Items (PERI) If the lassi al ELO system an
be seen as being too adaptive (therefore leading to deation), the
method

an be seen as being too stati .

freezing
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The ELO system is based on the fa t that it is possible to

ompute a winning

probability from the ELO ratings of two players. This means that if the
winning probability of a player is known, one

an evaluate his ELO rating

by inverting the equation.
The PERI method

omputes a rating for items a

ording to the su -

ess/failure ratio of students who tried to solve the item up to now. This
means that the PERI rating is not subje t to deation, while at the same
time, staying adaptive.
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Figure 3.

Average ELO Ratings for three ELO rating methods over a one year period.

Fig.3 shows the ELO rating of items and students during the previous s hool
year (2004/2005) where the Paras hoom man-hill system should have found its
stability. The thin solid
method. The dashed
bold

urve represents the os illating ELO rate of the standard

urve shows the result of the

Freezing

method, while the

urve represents the result of the PERI method. It appears that PERI is

the most stable method over the year (with the

Freezing method se

ond, and the

standard ELO rating third). It also appears that the students ELO rating (the

three upper

urves) are os illating with the three methods, but the range of the

os illations is smaller with the PERI method.

4. Con lusion
This paper introdu es a new appli ation for the ELO rating system, along with a
new s heme allowing to prevent deation of ELO points in the global system, as
in the Paras hool

on urrent man-hill system, it was possible to take advantage

from the fa t that one subpool was stati
subpool. By adding this automati

(the items) to also stabilise the other

rating system, Paras hool hopes to get a good

idea of the level of students and items, without the need for tea her evaluation.
This information

an also be given to students, with two out omes:

1. The students will get an idea of their pro ien y, and will be able to follow
their relative progression while using the system.
2. The E-learning system
the possibility of

ould observe the behaviour of ea h student when

hoosing between a simple or a di ult item arises, and

therefore get some indi ations on the pugna ity of the student, to even
more spe ialise items suggestions (giving harder exer ises to students who
like di ulty, for instan e).
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